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Gray Goose Flying  

One gray goose flying  

along a straight and gleaming river  

about to meet a man driving the other way  

keeps flapping. One hand on the wheel,  

he watches the goose  

                                approach.  

To be here, exactly now, 

he packed his blue car, stopped for gas 

twice, and just missed a woman  

in Desert Aire. The goose chattered  

among a thousand nervous wings, 

dipped its pliable neck and filled up 

on green rows to flap  

                                    and flap 

around the skin of the world.  

Wildflowers sowed last summer  

their purple appearance.  

Through three dams, its own  

sinuosities, the river  

                                slid and slides  

still. All part of this  

alignment, this particular north and south. 

What figures can catch it? And like that, 

over and done. One going  

one way, the other 

                                the other.  

The man expected such amazements.  

He does not slow or quicken.  

One body moving,  

                                he rolls  

onward, even as he feels  



in his own streaming 

the start of that gray goose. 
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